1. WeMeMove - Din realtidscouach
2. Telcred - standalone access control with NFC and strong security
3. Multi-node IoT network testing with Emul8 and Contiki
4. "PROMPT: Web based courses in advanced Software Engineering
5. Prindit
6. "Prindit Wellbeing
7. Proactability
8. HASPOC - High Assurance Security Products On COTS platforms
9. PaaSword
10. Large scale streaming anomaly detection on Apache Flink.
11. SafePos
12. E-care@Home
13. Velox: A Virtual Machine for the Internet of Things
14. Group Key management with IKEv2 and IPsec multicast for 6LoWPAN networks
15. OAuth for IoT
16. CEBOT: Certificate Enrollment in Billions of Things
17. Two-way Firewall for 6LoWPAN networks
18. Online ElastMan: Self-trained Proactive Elasticity Manager for Cloud-Based Storage Services
19. SpanEdge: Towards Unifying Stream Processing over Central and Near the Edge Data Centers
20. DLSAS: Distributed Large-Scale Anti-Spam for DOSNs
21. TACOS: Text Analyser of Crowdsourced Online Sources
22. Large Scale Topic Detection using Node-cut Partitioning on Dense Weighted Graphs
23. When Two Choices Are not Enough: Balancing at Scale in Distributed Stream Processing
24. CAEsAR - Making the RPL Routing Protocol Context-aware
25. Simulative evaluation of security monitoring systems based on SDN
26. Efficient Group Key Management for Internet of Things
27. Enabling the IoT application explosion
28. Register Allocation and Instruction Scheduling in Unison
29. Focus: Robust Visual Codes for Everyone
30. Nobel Grid: smart home demand response
31. 5G-ENSURE
32. Printed differential amplifiers
33. Concept discovery in massive data
34. SICS ICE Data Center
35. Probabilistic Delay Change Detection for Network Management
36. Scalable and adaptive rate monitoring and congestion detection for network management
37. Efficient Monitoring of Grazing Cattle using IoT
38. Evaluation of a Content Centric Networking Architecture and Platform for IoT
39. Capacity in the railway traffic system & Railway marshalling yard design
40. Stockholm Digital Care
41. Hälans nya verktyg (New tools for health)
42. KOL-projektet
43. pyISC: Anomaly Detection Made Easy
44. INCODE – Information and competence on demand
45. Vacuum clean your colleagues to death and beyond
46. Industrial IoTSP
47. Future Industrial Services Management
48. CheesePi: A home monitoring system based on Raspberry Pis
49. Big Data for Road Transportation
50. Autonomous Robots for Collaborative Exploration
51. READY - Research Environment for Advancing Low Latency Internet
52. Real time anomaly detection of ship movements
53. STREAMLINE
54. Hops
55. Sketching Light: Materiality of Visible Light Communication
56. Whereabouts Screens
57. Soma Mat, Breathing Light, Sonic Mat and Sway
58. EquiTemp: Palpating aid to help detect temperature changes on the surface of the horse’s forelimbs
59. Stroke-behandling i hemmiljö
60. Integration Catalyst for Residential ICT
61. Incentives for off-peak travel in public transport
62. Engaging Privacy
63. SAPP: Service Architecture for Product and Production Availability
64. Situation Based Integration Testing of Automotive Systems using Guarded Assertions (SAGA)
65. Systems-of-Systems Safety Evaluation (SoSSE)
66. ORION: Decision-Support for Component-Based Software Engineering of Cyber-Physical Systems
67. DRISTIG – Driftavbrott i samhällsviktiga IT-tjänster
68. Broadband and society
69. Unify - Unifying cloud and carrier networks
70. Docker Machinery - Complete Cluster Control at the Command-Line
71. Car Experience Data Collection
72. PIMM
73. NGEA & TIVES
74. Software Ecosystems for IoT
75. WROOMM: Connected wheel loaders in mines
76. SARPA - Safe and Robust Platform for Automated Vehicles